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Extending your Home Network

There are many posts on this forum where someone needs to be able gain access to the Internet 

from a different part of their home.

There are many different options to accomplish this. Some options are relatively easy, some 

some require a little more knowledge or practical skills and some cost a larger lump of money. Some 

people prefer one option over another for cosmetic reasons, whilst others will go all out for speed.

I will try to cover most of the different option

what works well today will be out smarted tomorrow by something even better.

Due to the nature of the topic, there is going to be many words used referring to computer jargon. I 

apologise for this in advance. If you are unsure of the word, could I s

and take a look at an on-line dictionary or Wikipedia? Where possible I will attempt to explain some 

words, but there will be many that are not explained.

Prices and specifications are always changing. Some time ago HomePlugs, for example, cost a 

fortune, only allowed for a single Ethernet connect at either end and worked at a maximum of 

14mbps. Now you can get a whole range the cost from around £35, allow for multiple sockets at 

either end, support Wi-Fi n and transmit at up to 1Gbit between each other.

Sure the higher specified HomePlugs will cost considerably more than £35, but what you go for will 

depend on your budget. I’ll mention more about HomePlugs and 

they can offer you later. 

Why Extend Your Network? 

Firstly let’s mention the limitations of any Internet connection: 

Access, Access, Access.  

You are not limited to the 4 LAN ports on the back of the Sky router. 

It is possible to use additional devices to increase this number so that you can include many more 

items. Many new Televisions, Blu

even Freeview STBs can benefit from a connection to the Internet.

Some devices now allow you to 

video files across your home network and more 

are coming on the market every day. Next year 

will see the launch of many more devices that 

support video streaming from the Internet for 

your TV. These will be able to connect to your 

TV, but some may also allow you to view their 

content from a Laptop or Mobile Phone.

3. The Sky+ HD STB now takes 

advantage of an Internet 

connection. If you have a Sky 

LLU Broadband product you 

can download Anytim+ 

content. This may improve at a 

later date to work on other 

ISPs and include other features 

such as BBC iPlayer 
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content from a Laptop or Mobile Phone.  
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what 

It is possible to use additional devices to increase this number so that you can include many more 

Ray players, Satellite Set Top Boxes (STBs) and 

even Freeview STBs can benefit from a connection to the Internet.  

1. Sony Playstation 3 

is a popular machine 

for playing on-line 

games, streaming HD 

video and playing Blu-

Ray movies 

2. Much like the PS3, 

the Xbox 360 allows 

you to play on-line 

games, stream HD 

video and watch 

movies 
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Ideally an ADSL router should be positioned as near to the Master 

Telephone Socket as possible. This means that you can have the 

shortest ADSL lead to the socket and obtain the be

connection speed for your home. Cable routers 

FTTC
1
 & FTTP

2
 connections) use a different system and using a 

suitably long Ethernet Cable with any Modem located either by the master telephone socket (as in 

the case of FTTC & FTTP) or some other entry point.

Some people do use long ADSL cables. Whilst these can provide a connection speed that is identical 

to what would be obtainable in the Master Socket, personall

susceptible to undetected damage and the interference caused can cause DLM to kick in and reduce 

your line speed. One issue that this addresses is that many people do not have a power point near to 

the Master Telephone socket or that the router would be exposed to damage if located in that 

position. If you do wish to take this route, please ensure that you take the following steps:

• Protect the cable from potential damage (i.e. do not run it where feet will tread or kick)

• Either purchase a good quality cable ( 

some good readymade cables) or use a twisted pair in an Ethernet cable (shielded Cat 6 

would be a good choice, but C

• Ensure that the cable is not longer than 15m

• Do not use standard flat telephone extension cable as this will definitely degrade your 

connection signal 

Another important issue that many people want to try, but have problems with, is tha

have one ADSL Router connected to a single telephone line. Even if you were to have one switched 

off, it can interfere with the other. 

With the variety of devices that can make use of access to the Internet, the router may not be placed 

in the most useful position. With this in mind it can make sense to use the Wi

Routers supplied now do have Wi-Fi. This is more than sufficient for many people.

Perhaps you have the router in the correct location, but you just have too ma

want to connect to it. This can be a common issue with the introduction of Anytime+, Internet ready 

TVs, Xboxes and PS3s, and many more.

  

                                                             
1
 Fibre To The Cabinet 

2
 Fibre To The Premises, also known as Fibre To The Home or FTTH by some people
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Telephone Socket as possible. This means that you can have the 

shortest ADSL lead to the socket and obtain the best possible 
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Ensure that the cable is not longer than 15m 

Do not use standard flat telephone extension cable as this will definitely degrade your 

Another important issue that many people want to try, but have problems with, is tha

have one ADSL Router connected to a single telephone line. Even if you were to have one switched 

 

With the variety of devices that can make use of access to the Internet, the router may not be placed 

he most useful position. With this in mind it can make sense to use the Wi-Fi, after all the Sky 

Fi. This is more than sufficient for many people. 

Perhaps you have the router in the correct location, but you just have too many devices that you 

want to connect to it. This can be a common issue with the introduction of Anytime+, Internet ready 

TVs, Xboxes and PS3s, and many more. 
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suitably long Ethernet Cable with any Modem located either by the master telephone socket (as in 

Some people do use long ADSL cables. Whilst these can provide a connection speed that is identical 

y I would suggest that they are 

susceptible to undetected damage and the interference caused can cause DLM to kick in and reduce 

your line speed. One issue that this addresses is that many people do not have a power point near to 

t or that the router would be exposed to damage if located in that 

position. If you do wish to take this route, please ensure that you take the following steps: 

Protect the cable from potential damage (i.e. do not run it where feet will tread or kick) 
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some good readymade cables) or use a twisted pair in an Ethernet cable (shielded Cat 6 

Do not use standard flat telephone extension cable as this will definitely degrade your 

Another important issue that many people want to try, but have problems with, is that you can only 

have one ADSL Router connected to a single telephone line. Even if you were to have one switched 

With the variety of devices that can make use of access to the Internet, the router may not be placed 

Fi, after all the Sky 

ny devices that you 

want to connect to it. This can be a common issue with the introduction of Anytime+, Internet ready 

4. A BT Openreach 

NTE5 Master Socket. 

Please note that this 

type of socket has 

the split cover 
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However Wi-Fi has some limitations:

• Gamers often complain that response times are not very good, 

connection to the router 

• Many devices do not have Wi

• In some homes the Wi-Fi signal does not cover the whole property or is particularly poor 

where it is required 

• Some people consider the Wi

• A lot of people have Wi

overcrowded 

• Wi-Fi is transmitted over the air waves and is subject to interference from various electri

devices so it may not always be possible to obtain a good signal in some areas

• Connection speed drops the further you are from the router, even when nothing else is 

interfering with the signal 

• Some Televisions, Microwave Ovens, DECT telephones and mobi

all interfere with Wi-Fi signals

What Alternative Options Are Available?

As with many things in the technology world, there is always something available to improve things. 

The following list is a summary of the main options curre

1. Long Ethernet Cables 

2. HomePlugs or PowerLine Adapters

3. An old Wi-Fi router or non-

router 

4. Wi-Fi Extender 

5. Network Switch 

What this document is not going to do is describe specific

particular location or how best to configure any network items. This would be a huge task and 

subject to too much argument or discussion. Please feel welcome to discuss you own personal 

situation of the Sky User Forums. 

There are many people who are willing to offer suggestions and advise you as to what may or may 

not work and as the products on the open market change, there may well be something available 

that will work better than what is available today.

1. Long Ethernet Cables 

An Ethernet cable is the physical cable that can be used to connect your 

computer to the router. Sky supplies a short yellow Ethernet cable with 

their router, as do most other suppliers. It is possible to use a 100m 

long Ethernet cable and not lose the signal. It is important that Ethernet 

cables are not subjected to sharp bends if they are long.

Many places sell Ethernet cables cut to specific lengths, but for the more adventur

purchase rolls of it and fit the connectors yourself. You could run a short Ethernet cable to a wall 
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Fi has some limitations: 

Gamers often complain that response times are not very good, demanding a wired 

Many devices do not have Wi-Fi or the dongle or media bridge is too costly for your budget

Fi signal does not cover the whole property or is particularly poor 

consider the Wi-Fi is insecure and that they would prefer not to use it

A lot of people have Wi-Fi routers now and this can cause the channels to become 

Fi is transmitted over the air waves and is subject to interference from various electri

devices so it may not always be possible to obtain a good signal in some areas 

Connection speed drops the further you are from the router, even when nothing else is 

 

Some Televisions, Microwave Ovens, DECT telephones and mobile telephone chargers can 

Fi signals 

What Alternative Options Are Available? 

As with many things in the technology world, there is always something available to improve things. 

The following list is a summary of the main options currently available: 

HomePlugs or PowerLine Adapters 

-Wi-Fi router or one that you have purchased to work with the Sky 

What this document is not going to do is describe specific instances of what will work well in a 

particular location or how best to configure any network items. This would be a huge task and 

subject to too much argument or discussion. Please feel welcome to discuss you own personal 

There are many people who are willing to offer suggestions and advise you as to what may or may 

not work and as the products on the open market change, there may well be something available 

that will work better than what is available today. 

An Ethernet cable is the physical cable that can be used to connect your 

computer to the router. Sky supplies a short yellow Ethernet cable with 

suppliers. It is possible to use a 100m 

long Ethernet cable and not lose the signal. It is important that Ethernet 

cables are not subjected to sharp bends if they are long. 

Many places sell Ethernet cables cut to specific lengths, but for the more adventur

purchase rolls of it and fit the connectors yourself. You could run a short Ethernet cable to a wall 
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demanding a wired 

Fi or the dongle or media bridge is too costly for your budget 

Fi signal does not cover the whole property or is particularly poor 

Fi is insecure and that they would prefer not to use it 

Fi routers now and this can cause the channels to become 

Fi is transmitted over the air waves and is subject to interference from various electrical 

 

Connection speed drops the further you are from the router, even when nothing else is 

le telephone chargers can 

As with many things in the technology world, there is always something available to improve things. 

or one that you have purchased to work with the Sky 

instances of what will work well in a 

particular location or how best to configure any network items. This would be a huge task and 

subject to too much argument or discussion. Please feel welcome to discuss you own personal 

There are many people who are willing to offer suggestions and advise you as to what may or may 

not work and as the products on the open market change, there may well be something available 

Many places sell Ethernet cables cut to specific lengths, but for the more adventurous you can 

purchase rolls of it and fit the connectors yourself. You could run a short Ethernet cable to a wall 

5. A coil of black 

Ethernet cable 
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socket, from there the cable could run up to the loft and back down to another room where another 

wall socket exists. 

Other people are happy to run a long cable around a room, but be careful not to ‘pinch’ the cable if 

you are tempted to use cable clips as this could damage the wires inside.

There are currently 4 types of Ethernet cable that are generally 

available for the domestic market: 

• Cat 5 

• Cat 5e 

• Cat 6 

• Shielded Cat 6  

Each standard will work with the lower standard.

• Cat 5 will work with a standard 10/100Mb LAN

• Cat 5e will work with up to a 1Gbit LAN

• Cat 6 & Shielded Cat 6 will work with a 10Gbit LAN

The Shielded Cat 6 cable reduces any leakage of the network signal and also reduces outside 

interference. Each cable uses the same size connectors at each

whilst you computer and any wall sockets will have the 

If you are running a cable behind the walls, then consider the potential risk of electrical interference 

and look at the Shielded Cat 6 cable if this is likely. Also whilst Cat 5e is cheaper, think about the 

practicalities of putting in a different cable.

At the time of writing, Cat 5 cable is becoming hard to get hold of and Cat 5e & Cat 6 cable has 

become quite cheap. There are some reports that some fake cable is being made with aluminium 

wire, this can reduce their potential performance so do avoid disreputable sources.

Whilst it is quite easy to fit the connectors on Cat 5 & Cat 5e cable, the connectors on Cat 6 cable 

should be factory fitted to get the best from the 

cable. 

Since Ethernet cable is covered in a protective plastic 

sheath, it is possible to buy it in many different 

colours from the typical grey or common yellow, to 

include red, green, black, blue, purple, pink and many 

more colours. There is no known performance 

implication of using a different colour, so if you prefer 

to use one colour over another, then I would certainly encourage it if it helps you.

2. HomePlugs or PowerLine Adapters

These devices work invisibly and allow you to connect two points as effectively as if you had laid a 

long Ethernet cable between them. In the rest of this document I will try to just refer to HomePlugs

by name, but the options will normally refer to 
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socket, from there the cable could run up to the loft and back down to another room where another 
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6. A coil of transparent 

blue Ethernet Cable 

7. This picture 

from 

Broadbandbuyer 

shows one 

possible way of 

linking HomePlugs 

together and what 

they can be used 

for 
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It is important to know at this point that

much the same way, each uses different standards 

Adaptors and vice versa. 

For a detailed explanation, see these links:

FAQs on HomePlugs - http://www.homeplugs.co.uk/acatalo

Instant Expert: HomePlug & PowerLine Networking

networking-189.htm 

They plug into your home electrical socket and 

allow the network traffic to be sent between two 

or more HomePlugs. Since there is a published 

specification, it is possible to conne

HomePlugs to an existing pair in many cases. 

There are some limitations to this statement and 

you should for compatibility if you have an 

existing pair. 

HomePlugs do have some other important limitations which you should be aware of:

• Some need to be set up correctly, otherwise they are open to being connected to someone 

else’s home network (i.e. a neighbour)

• Whilst not visible to the outside world, so most people will not know of their existence, they 

do present a security risk if you are con

network 

• It is recommended that HomePlugs are not used in extensions that are Surge Protected as 

the electronics in them can interfere with the signal

• If your home has poor quality wiring, the transmission si

Examples from the Sky User Forum include:

o Spur sockets 

o Old wiring 

o New extensions 

o Converted buildings

• Some specific models were withdrawn due to serious 

issues. These include some specific models supplied by BT 

with their BT Vision STBs. If you purchase second

model number has not been withdrawn. BT issued a safety notice 

for the affected PowerLine Adapters and

their website. If you use a search engine you should be able to view 

the notice 

• Some models are quite bulky and can impact adjacent sockets or 

stick out a little more than normal. These issues can be a problem 

in some environments 

• Most HomePlugs do generate a lot of heat for their size. They should at all times be placed in 

a location free from anything draping over them or pushed up against them. There have 
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know at this point that although the HomePlugs and PowerLine Adaptors 

different standards that prevent HomePlugs talking with PowerLine 

For a detailed explanation, see these links: 

http://www.homeplugs.co.uk/acatalog/faqs.html 

Instant Expert: HomePlug & PowerLine Networking - http://www.digibode.com/homeplugpowerne

They plug into your home electrical socket and 

allow the network traffic to be sent between two 

or more HomePlugs. Since there is a published 

specification, it is possible to connect additional 

HomePlugs to an existing pair in many cases. 

There are some limitations to this statement and 

y if you have an 

HomePlugs do have some other important limitations which you should be aware of:  

ed to be set up correctly, otherwise they are open to being connected to someone 

else’s home network (i.e. a neighbour) 

Whilst not visible to the outside world, so most people will not know of their existence, they 

do present a security risk if you are concerned about people gaining access to your home 

It is recommended that HomePlugs are not used in extensions that are Surge Protected as 

the electronics in them can interfere with the signal 

If your home has poor quality wiring, the transmission signal between them can be reduced. 

Examples from the Sky User Forum include: 

Converted buildings 

Some specific models were withdrawn due to serious safety 

issues. These include some specific models supplied by BT 

with their BT Vision STBs. If you purchase second-hand HomePlugs please check the make & 

model number has not been withdrawn. BT issued a safety notice 

for the affected PowerLine Adapters and this is available to view on 

their website. If you use a search engine you should be able to view 

Some models are quite bulky and can impact adjacent sockets or 

stick out a little more than normal. These issues can be a problem 

Most HomePlugs do generate a lot of heat for their size. They should at all times be placed in 

a location free from anything draping over them or pushed up against them. There have 
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HomePlugs and PowerLine Adaptors work in 

that prevent HomePlugs talking with PowerLine 

http://www.digibode.com/homeplugpowerne-

 

ed to be set up correctly, otherwise they are open to being connected to someone 

Whilst not visible to the outside world, so most people will not know of their existence, they 

cerned about people gaining access to your home 

It is recommended that HomePlugs are not used in extensions that are Surge Protected as 

gnal between them can be reduced. 

hand HomePlugs please check the make & 

Most HomePlugs do generate a lot of heat for their size. They should at all times be placed in 

a location free from anything draping over them or pushed up against them. There have 

8. This picture from 

Broadbandbuyer shows 

another possible way of 

linking HomePlugs 

together and what they 

can be used for 

9. A pair of 

HomePlugs with air 

vents 

10. A 

HomePlug 

with a Wi-Fi 

access point 
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been some instances of home fires linked to HomePlugs so I would say that this is essential 

advice 

What do HomePlugs offer and what to look for?

One end will connect via an Ethernet cable to your router. The other end can host a number of 

different features which I shall mention in a moment. They also have a range of different connection 

speeds, from 15mbps up to 1Gbit. Since they cannot be plugged into an extension lead that is surge 

protected, you may need to ensure that you pick a pair that has pass

extension to be plugged into them.

Connection Speed 

Firstly you should know what the speed of your router is. Next you 

should consider what you are going to connect to the other end and 

know what kind of speeds it will demand. A network can allow you 

to communicate between devices, so whilst you Internet speed may 

only be 8Mb (the average in the UK at the moment), you may want to have something fa

Currently all the Sky routers are rated to a maximum connection speed of 100Mb. Most modern 

devices are either 100Mb, but more are now able to connect at 1Gbit.

With this in mind, typical advertised connection speeds for those on 

general sale now are: 

• 14mbps 

• 85mbps 

• 100mbps 

• 200mbps 

• 1000mbps (or 1Gbit) 

Many of the 200mbps rated HomePlugs are actually bi

at the same time) and the speed is 

100Mb. 

Some older computers may be unable to make use of the full 100Mb speed, so 

85mbps may be more than sufficient.

Additional Features

HomePlugs have evolved a great deal since they were first release. Initially there 

were just a way of avoiding laying Ethernet cable between two points and 

allowing the flexibility for those who live 

do not want to fit permanent wiring in their home.

There is an ever growing range of extras that can be used to resolve specific 

issues.  

13. A pair of HomePlugs 

with Pass-through sockets 
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Firstly you should know what the speed of your router is. Next you 

are going to connect to the other end and 

know what kind of speeds it will demand. A network can allow you 

to communicate between devices, so whilst you Internet speed may 

only be 8Mb (the average in the UK at the moment), you may want to have something fa

Currently all the Sky routers are rated to a maximum connection speed of 100Mb. Most modern 

devices are either 100Mb, but more are now able to connect at 1Gbit. 

With this in mind, typical advertised connection speeds for those on 

Many of the 200mbps rated HomePlugs are actually bi-synchronise (i.e. send data in both directions 

at the same time) and the speed is the sum of both directions. This is fine for a router rated at 

Some older computers may be unable to make use of the full 100Mb speed, so 

85mbps may be more than sufficient. 

Additional Features 

HomePlugs have evolved a great deal since they were first release. Initially there 

were just a way of avoiding laying Ethernet cable between two points and 

allowing the flexibility for those who live in rented accommodation or those

do not want to fit permanent wiring in their home.  

There is an ever growing range of extras that can be used to resolve specific 
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een some instances of home fires linked to HomePlugs so I would say that this is essential 

One end will connect via an Ethernet cable to your router. The other end can host a number of 

es which I shall mention in a moment. They also have a range of different connection 

speeds, from 15mbps up to 1Gbit. Since they cannot be plugged into an extension lead that is surge 

ough sockets to allow the 

only be 8Mb (the average in the UK at the moment), you may want to have something faster. 

Currently all the Sky routers are rated to a maximum connection speed of 100Mb. Most modern 

synchronise (i.e. send data in both directions 

the sum of both directions. This is fine for a router rated at 

Some older computers may be unable to make use of the full 100Mb speed, so 

HomePlugs have evolved a great deal since they were first release. Initially there 

were just a way of avoiding laying Ethernet cable between two points and 

n rented accommodation or those who 

There is an ever growing range of extras that can be used to resolve specific 

11. A HomePlug 

and a Network 

Switch that works 

with it 

12. A HomePlug 

with a Wi-Fi access 

point 
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Examples include multiple electrical sockets, LAN ports (much like a switch), Wi

hotspot. 

Typically HomePlugs are sold in pairs, but you can purchase 

triple packs. It is also possible to add a HomePlug of a similar 

specification to an existing setup. 

The various pictures accompanying this section are to illustrate 

some of the many different designs available and the wide 

variety of possible options to choose from. I am not advocating 

one brand or model over another as I recognise that each have their own properties 

may meet the requirements of different solutions.

3. An old Wi-Fi router or non-Wi-

router 

Many people now have old routers lying around their homes collecting dust. You only need one that 

will connect to the Internet, but it is possible to connect the old router to the Sky router and use its 

properties to extend your home network.

Examples include the desire to place a new Wi

garden, or to add additional LAN ports.

There are some documents on the Sky User forum which explain how to connect two or more 

routers together. These links should take you to the relevant threads:

• How to connect two routers together

how-connect-two-routers-together.html

• Piggybacking a BT HomeHub 

piggybacking-home-hub.html

effects when the IP Address range has been changed from the default, this gui

around this problem) 

• Using D-Link DIR613 (a Cable router) 

using-dlink-dir613.html (Whilst this guide talks abo

will work with any other model)

Please feel free to comment on the threads or ask for help.

Whilst there may be a custom firmware available to allow people to link your old router via Wi

the Sky Router, this can introduce a performance issue. This will be discussed in the piece on Wi

Extenders later. 

IMHO the best way to connect the Sky router to a 2

pair of HomePlugs. 

If connecting a Cable router, there a

router and allow the Cable router to take complete control of your home network or you could pair 

it up so that it works as a slave to the Sky router. The choice is yours as both have their me

Extending your home network

Examples include multiple electrical sockets, LAN ports (much like a switch), Wi-Fi g or Wi

Typically HomePlugs are sold in pairs, but you can purchase 

triple packs. It is also possible to add a HomePlug of a similar 

ctures accompanying this section are to illustrate 

some of the many different designs available and the wide 

variety of possible options to choose from. I am not advocating 

one brand or model over another as I recognise that each have their own properties 

may meet the requirements of different solutions. 

-Fi router or one that you have purchased to work with the Sky 

Many people now have old routers lying around their homes collecting dust. You only need one that 

ll connect to the Internet, but it is possible to connect the old router to the Sky router and use its 

properties to extend your home network. 

Examples include the desire to place a new Wi-Fi Hot Spot in your home to cover upstairs or the 

additional LAN ports. 

There are some documents on the Sky User forum which explain how to connect two or more 

routers together. These links should take you to the relevant threads: 

How to connect two routers together - http://www.skyuser.co.uk/forum/asking

together.html  

Piggybacking a BT HomeHub - http://www.skyuser.co.uk/forum/asking

hub.html (The BT HomeHub can occasionally present some strange 

effects when the IP Address range has been changed from the default, this gui

Link DIR613 (a Cable router) - http://www.skyuser.co.uk/forum/asking

(Whilst this guide talks about a specific Cable router, the principles 

will work with any other model) 

Please feel free to comment on the threads or ask for help. 

Whilst there may be a custom firmware available to allow people to link your old router via Wi

can introduce a performance issue. This will be discussed in the piece on Wi

IMHO the best way to connect the Sky router to a 2
nd

 router is either by using an Ethernet cable or a 

If connecting a Cable router, there are two possible methods. You could disable the Wi

router and allow the Cable router to take complete control of your home network or you could pair 

it up so that it works as a slave to the Sky router. The choice is yours as both have their me

Extending your home network, a Sky User Guide 

Fi g or Wi-Fi n 

one brand or model over another as I recognise that each have their own properties and 

or one that you have purchased to work with the Sky 

Many people now have old routers lying around their homes collecting dust. You only need one that 

ll connect to the Internet, but it is possible to connect the old router to the Sky router and use its 

Fi Hot Spot in your home to cover upstairs or the 

There are some documents on the Sky User forum which explain how to connect two or more 

http://www.skyuser.co.uk/forum/asking-help/41883-

http://www.skyuser.co.uk/forum/asking-help/41824-

(The BT HomeHub can occasionally present some strange 

effects when the IP Address range has been changed from the default, this guide gets 

http://www.skyuser.co.uk/forum/asking-help/42110-

ut a specific Cable router, the principles 

Whilst there may be a custom firmware available to allow people to link your old router via Wi-Fi to 

can introduce a performance issue. This will be discussed in the piece on Wi-Fi 

router is either by using an Ethernet cable or a 

re two possible methods. You could disable the Wi-Fi on the Sky 

router and allow the Cable router to take complete control of your home network or you could pair 

it up so that it works as a slave to the Sky router. The choice is yours as both have their merits. 

14. A 

HomePlugs 

with 3 LAN 

ports and 6 

power sockets 
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One important advantage of using a 2

networking features that it provides. Whilst at the time of writing this document it is against Sky’s 

T&Cs to use your own router to connect to Sky’s serv

present punish people. This policy may change at some date in the future so you may wish to plan 

ahead to avoid problems. 

Adding a 2
nd

 router can allow you to take advantage of some of the following, dependin

router is used and how it is configured:

• 5GHz channels (currently Sky’s routers only use the crowded 2.4GHz channels)

• Faster connection speed (most of Sky’s routers are rated to Wi

Sagem F@ST 2304n is 72mbps and the S

450mbps 

• Stronger Wi-Fi signal (Wi-Fi n is stronger than Wi

• Faster LAN speed (you may wish to have a 1Gbit home network)

• Improved parental controls, traffic management, port forwarding & triggering, QoS (i.e.

prioritise games or media streaming)

• Printer Server 

• Share media via a USB port on a router

• Support VPN between two or more locations

• Link two or more Internet connections together

Some of the above features are available through other paths. Please 

see check out HomePlugs, Wi-Fi Extenders and Network Switches.

4. Wi-Fi Extender 

The can connect to the Sky router by either using the Wi

by an Ethernet cable or a pair 

Some will allow you to only connect via their Wi

connect to the Sky router, whilst others will allow both to 

be used simultaneously.

If you are using a Wi-Fi extender that is connected to the 

Sky router via Wi-Fi, then you need to be

relation to everything, specifically the Sky router and what i

to the extender. If you were to do a speed test over the 

Internet, then you will find that your performance has been 

greatly reduced. This is normal when using Wi

reduction will be multiplied as you stretc

5. Network Switch 

In the business world there are two types of Network Switches (managed and 

unmanaged) that can be used. For the home environment the cheaper switches 

(unmanaged) are more than adequate.

Essentially an Unmanaged Network Switch (or ‘Switch’ for short) just allows more 

18. An Edimax Wi-Fi 

Extender 

16. A D-Link Wi-Fi 

Extender 

Extending your home network

One important advantage of using a 2
nd

 router is that you may wish to make use of some superior 

networking features that it provides. Whilst at the time of writing this document it is against Sky’s 

T&Cs to use your own router to connect to Sky’s servers, many people are doing this, they do not at 

present punish people. This policy may change at some date in the future so you may wish to plan 

router can allow you to take advantage of some of the following, dependin

router is used and how it is configured: 

5GHz channels (currently Sky’s routers only use the crowded 2.4GHz channels)

Faster connection speed (most of Sky’s routers are rated to Wi-Fi g (54mbps), although the 

Sagem F@ST 2304n is 72mbps and the Sagem 2504N is 144mbps) of up to 300mbps or 

Fi n is stronger than Wi-Fi g) 

Faster LAN speed (you may wish to have a 1Gbit home network) 

Improved parental controls, traffic management, port forwarding & triggering, QoS (i.e.

prioritise games or media streaming) 

Share media via a USB port on a router 

Support VPN between two or more locations 

Link two or more Internet connections together 

features are available through other paths. Please 

Fi Extenders and Network Switches. 

The can connect to the Sky router by either using the Wi-Fi signal from the Sky router, or 

by an Ethernet cable or a pair of HomePlugs.  

Some will allow you to only connect via their Wi-Fi signal when they are not using it to 

connect to the Sky router, whilst others will allow both to 

be used simultaneously.  

Fi extender that is connected to the 

Fi, then you need to be  aware of its location in 

relation to everything, specifically the Sky router and what is connected 

to the extender. If you were to do a speed test over the 

Internet, then you will find that your performance has been 

greatly reduced. This is normal when using Wi-Fi and to be expected. Any performance 

reduction will be multiplied as you stretch the coverage.  

In the business world there are two types of Network Switches (managed and 

unmanaged) that can be used. For the home environment the cheaper switches 

(unmanaged) are more than adequate.  

Essentially an Unmanaged Network Switch (or ‘Switch’ for short) just allows more 

Extending your home network, a Sky User Guide 

router is that you may wish to make use of some superior 

networking features that it provides. Whilst at the time of writing this document it is against Sky’s 

ers, many people are doing this, they do not at 

present punish people. This policy may change at some date in the future so you may wish to plan 

router can allow you to take advantage of some of the following, depending on which 

5GHz channels (currently Sky’s routers only use the crowded 2.4GHz channels) 

Fi g (54mbps), although the 

agem 2504N is 144mbps) of up to 300mbps or 

Improved parental controls, traffic management, port forwarding & triggering, QoS (i.e. 

Fi signal from the Sky router, or 

Fi signal when they are not using it to 

Fi and to be expected. Any performance 

In the business world there are two types of Network Switches (managed and 

unmanaged) that can be used. For the home environment the cheaper switches 

Essentially an Unmanaged Network Switch (or ‘Switch’ for short) just allows more 

15. A Netgear Wi-Fi 

Extender 

17. A 5-Port 

Network Switch 

from Netgear 
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devices to be connected to the router. Switches currently cost from around £6 for a 5

10/100Mb Switch or around £15 for a 5

It is possible to get switches with many more ports if required. Typical quantities for the domestic 

environment are 5 & 8 port Switches. In the business environment you can get much larger units 

with between 17 and 50 ports. 

If the switch is connected to the

Internet and any shared devices on your home network.

As a rule Switches do not have Wi

extender or a 2nd Wi

Switches can last for many years, so I would tend to suggest that you consider a 

higher specified one if possible as it will be more likely to stay useable over its 

lifespan. 

 

Some Possible Scenarios 

With the equipment listed above, there are many different ways to connect it all together. The 

following solutions are just a selection of ways in which you can put them together to make it all 

work. 

I know that there are other ways to achieve the same result; 

forums. I know from reading the many posts of the forum that what works well for one member, is 

unsuitable for another. These are to give you a clearer idea about what is possible and what may 

help you to achieve a good solution in your home.

Scenario 1 

Mr Arnold lives in a 3 storey home, his children are unable to access the router with their Laptops in 

their bedroom on the top floor. The router is downstairs by the front door where it gets the best 

connection speed. 

There are a couple of good solutions available. Each will work well, but 

also can have other benefits for the future. Remember that there are 

many variations available and that these possible solutions are to 

illustrate some possible options. You may have 

to match your own situation. 

Option 1 

By installing a pair of HomePlugs, one beside the main router and the 2

rear bedroom on the top floor, his children can access the Internet with the WiFi enabled Laptops. 

By positioning the 2
nd

 adapter in a place that covers both bedrooms, a good signal will be possible in 

the lounge as well. Later an additional adapter could be added to cover the gard

one without a WiFi point could be placed by the TV to allow that to connect to the Internet.

  

19. An unmanaged 24-

Port Network Switch 

from Netgear 

Extending your home network

devices to be connected to the router. Switches currently cost from around £6 for a 5

10/100Mb Switch or around £15 for a 5-Port 1Gbit Switch. 

s possible to get switches with many more ports if required. Typical quantities for the domestic 

environment are 5 & 8 port Switches. In the business environment you can get much larger units 

If the switch is connected to the router, each individual port will allow access to the 

Internet and any shared devices on your home network. 

As a rule Switches do not have Wi-Fi built in. For this you could either use a Wi

extender or a 2nd Wi-Fi router. 

Switches can last for many years, so I would tend to suggest that you consider a 

higher specified one if possible as it will be more likely to stay useable over its 

the equipment listed above, there are many different ways to connect it all together. The 

following solutions are just a selection of ways in which you can put them together to make it all 

I know that there are other ways to achieve the same result; these can easily be discussed in the 

forums. I know from reading the many posts of the forum that what works well for one member, is 

unsuitable for another. These are to give you a clearer idea about what is possible and what may 

solution in your home. 

Mr Arnold lives in a 3 storey home, his children are unable to access the router with their Laptops in 

their bedroom on the top floor. The router is downstairs by the front door where it gets the best 

There are a couple of good solutions available. Each will work well, but 

also can have other benefits for the future. Remember that there are 

many variations available and that these possible solutions are to 

illustrate some possible options. You may have a personal preference 

By installing a pair of HomePlugs, one beside the main router and the 2
nd

 (a WiFi n HomePlug) in the 

oor, his children can access the Internet with the WiFi enabled Laptops. 

adapter in a place that covers both bedrooms, a good signal will be possible in 

the lounge as well. Later an additional adapter could be added to cover the garden better or perhaps 

one without a WiFi point could be placed by the TV to allow that to connect to the Internet.

Extending your home network, a Sky User Guide 

devices to be connected to the router. Switches currently cost from around £6 for a 5-Port 

s possible to get switches with many more ports if required. Typical quantities for the domestic 

environment are 5 & 8 port Switches. In the business environment you can get much larger units 

router, each individual port will allow access to the 

Fi built in. For this you could either use a Wi-Fi 

Switches can last for many years, so I would tend to suggest that you consider a 

higher specified one if possible as it will be more likely to stay useable over its 

the equipment listed above, there are many different ways to connect it all together. The 

following solutions are just a selection of ways in which you can put them together to make it all 

these can easily be discussed in the 

forums. I know from reading the many posts of the forum that what works well for one member, is 

unsuitable for another. These are to give you a clearer idea about what is possible and what may 

Mr Arnold lives in a 3 storey home, his children are unable to access the router with their Laptops in 

their bedroom on the top floor. The router is downstairs by the front door where it gets the best 

(a WiFi n HomePlug) in the 

oor, his children can access the Internet with the WiFi enabled Laptops. 

adapter in a place that covers both bedrooms, a good signal will be possible in 

en better or perhaps 

one without a WiFi point could be placed by the TV to allow that to connect to the Internet. 

20. A HomePlug 

with a Wi-Fi access 

point 
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Option 2 

By installing a long Ethernet cable to run from the router to the lounge on the 

1
st
 floor, he can connect a Wireless extender. By planning ahead, he is able to 

position the Wireless Extender in a place that covers both bedrooms and 

improves the WiFi cover in the lounge.

Option 3 

By installing a pair of HomePlugs, one beside the main router and the 2

bedroom on the top floor, he can connect a WiFi Extender which. This can be positioned in 

a place that covers both bedrooms and improves the WiFi cover in the lounge. Later a 

Network Switch can be added to allow a PS3 or Xbox to connect as well, making use of a 

faster wired connection. The WiFi Extender would easily be able to plug into the Network 

Switch and the Network Switch would in turn connect to the HomePlug in the rear 

bedroom. 

Scenario 2 

Mr Bond lives in a semi-detached house, his wife works from home and needs 

the Internet from her office in the back room upstairs. The router is located in the lounge and is 

connected to the Sky+ HD STB. 

There are a couple of good solutions available. Again each will work well and have other benefits for 

the future. 

Option 1 

By using a pair of HomePlugs, the first can be connected to the Sky router and the 2

can be plugged in, in her office. The 2

her Desktop and the 2
nd

could be connected to a Network Drive in the future, for example. This has the 

advantage that anyone connected to the S

Printer. It also means that a separate Network Switch isn’t required

Option 2 

By feeding an Ethernet cable up through the wall cavity into their 

loft from the lounge to the office, they can connect the Sky router 

to their old WiFi router in her office. The old router has been 

configured following the guide ‘

together
3
’. The WiFi in the old has been set up identically to th

(SSID), password and security settings).

Her Desktop & Printer are connected to the old router. Again anyone who is connected to their 

home network can print on her office printer. Also being in the back room, they now have 

in the back garden for the summer. If anyone moves around the home with a laptop or tablet, it 

connects to the strongest router. 

                                                             
3
 How to connect two Routers together 

two-routers-together.html 

22. WiFi cover with 

router and WiFi 

Extender connected 

via Ethernet cable or 

a pair of HomePlugs 

23. A HomePlug with 3 

LAN ports 

Extending your home network

By installing a long Ethernet cable to run from the router to the lounge on the 

floor, he can connect a Wireless extender. By planning ahead, he is able to 

position the Wireless Extender in a place that covers both bedrooms and 

improves the WiFi cover in the lounge. 

By installing a pair of HomePlugs, one beside the main router and the 2

top floor, he can connect a WiFi Extender which. This can be positioned in 

a place that covers both bedrooms and improves the WiFi cover in the lounge. Later a 

Network Switch can be added to allow a PS3 or Xbox to connect as well, making use of a 

ired connection. The WiFi Extender would easily be able to plug into the Network 

Switch and the Network Switch would in turn connect to the HomePlug in the rear 

detached house, his wife works from home and needs to be able to access 

the Internet from her office in the back room upstairs. The router is located in the lounge and is 

There are a couple of good solutions available. Again each will work well and have other benefits for 

By using a pair of HomePlugs, the first can be connected to the Sky router and the 2

can be plugged in, in her office. The 2
nd

 HomePlug has 3 ports. One port is connected to 
nd

 is connected to her Network Printer. The 3
rd

 port is unused, but 

could be connected to a Network Drive in the future, for example. This has the 

advantage that anyone connected to the Sky router can also print on the Network 

It also means that a separate Network Switch isn’t required  

By feeding an Ethernet cable up through the wall cavity into their 

loft from the lounge to the office, they can connect the Sky router 

to their old WiFi router in her office. The old router has been 

configured following the guide ‘How to connect two Routers 

’. The WiFi in the old has been set up identically to the Sky router (i.e. Network name 

(SSID), password and security settings). 

Her Desktop & Printer are connected to the old router. Again anyone who is connected to their 

home network can print on her office printer. Also being in the back room, they now have 

in the back garden for the summer. If anyone moves around the home with a laptop or tablet, it 

How to connect two Routers together - http://www.skyuser.co.uk/forum/asking-help/41883-how

Extending your home network, a Sky User Guide 

By installing a pair of HomePlugs, one beside the main router and the 2
nd

 in the rear 

top floor, he can connect a WiFi Extender which. This can be positioned in 

a place that covers both bedrooms and improves the WiFi cover in the lounge. Later a 

Network Switch can be added to allow a PS3 or Xbox to connect as well, making use of a 

ired connection. The WiFi Extender would easily be able to plug into the Network 

Switch and the Network Switch would in turn connect to the HomePlug in the rear 

to be able to access 

the Internet from her office in the back room upstairs. The router is located in the lounge and is 

There are a couple of good solutions available. Again each will work well and have other benefits for 

By using a pair of HomePlugs, the first can be connected to the Sky router and the 2
nd

 

HomePlug has 3 ports. One port is connected to 

port is unused, but 

could be connected to a Network Drive in the future, for example. This has the 

ky router can also print on the Network 

e Sky router (i.e. Network name 

Her Desktop & Printer are connected to the old router. Again anyone who is connected to their 

home network can print on her office printer. Also being in the back room, they now have WiFi cover 

in the back garden for the summer. If anyone moves around the home with a laptop or tablet, it 

how-connect-

24. Sitecom 5-Port 

1Gbit Network 

Switch 

21. WiFi cover 

with router & 

WiFi Extender 

connected via 

WiFi 


